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Objective: The outcome of chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) is influenced not only by the choice of treatment but also by various 
baseline characteristics. The main objective of this study is to identify the risk factors that can affect the prognosis of CSDH and 
develop a regression equation based on these risk factors.
Methods: A total of 212 patients with CSDH were included in the study. We collected clinical data including age, gender, and so on, 
and radiological data including preoperative hematoma volume (V1), effusion volume 1 day after surgery (V2), gas volume 1 day after 
surgery (V3), and so on. These were considered independent variables, while residual volume 1 week after surgery (V4) was the 
dependent variable. Univariate linear regression analysis was performed to identify factors that were significantly related. 
Subsequently, multivariate linear regression analysis was conducted to determine the relationship between each independent variable 
and the dependent variable. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to obtain a regression equation predicting V4.
Results: We have found that age (t = 3.109, P = 0.002), aspirin (t = 2.762, P = 0.006), hemostatic agents (haemocoagulase, t = 3.731, 
P < 0.001; vitamin K, t = 2.824, P = 0.005 < 0.05), V2 (t = 8.73, P < 0.001), and V3 (t = 5.968, P < 0.001) are significantly associated 
with V4. Furthermore, we have developed a regression equation that can predict this volume with CSDH. The fit of the model is robust 
with an R-squared value of 65.2% > 50%.
Conclusion: Age, aspirin, hemostatic agent, V2, and V3 are significantly associated with V4. We developed a regression equation to 
predict this volume with CSDH.
Keywords: CSDH, burr-hole and drainage, regression equation

Introduction
Chronic subdural hematoma (CSDH) is a prevalent neurosurgical condition. With the increase in the life expectancy of 
the population, the incidence of CSDH has also increased.1 The outcome of CSDH depends not only on the choice of 
treatment but also on baseline characteristics such as age, sex, comorbidities, severity of symptoms, medication use, and 
severity of baseline imaging abnormalities.2 Several randomized controlled trials are currently investigating the impact of 
various perioperative characteristics on outcomes.3 Many models have been established to predict the outcome of 
CSDH.4–7 These models attempted to predict outcome measures of CSDH such as mortality, risk of recurrence, and 
functional outcome after surgical treatment.2 Population differences and differences in the distribution of predictors 
between development and validation studies may affect model performance in the validation setting.2

The factors that affect prognosis may vary greatly at different follow-up times. Due to drain removal, a repeat head 
computed tomography (CT) 1 week after the burr hole and drainage tended to show an increased residual cavity volume. 
Furthermore, there were cases of patients who required a second surgery 1 week after the initial surgery due to an 
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increase in symptoms. In various studies, the definition of recurrence varies and not all patients with recurrence 
necessarily require surgery again. This study specified the prognostic study timing was 1 week after surgery and used 
residual cavity volume as prognostic index. Investigating the correlation between each clinical characteristic and residual 
cavity volume 1 week after surgery, this study identified risk factors that affect the prognosis of CSDH and developed 
a regression equation based on these factors.

Materials and Methods
Clinical Data
A total of 212 patients with CSDH underwent burr hole and drainage from December 2010 to February 2022 at the Sixth 
Affiliated Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University and Qingyuan People’s Hospital.

Inclusion Criteria
1. The patients must have received burr-hole and drainage surgery;
2. Age: ≥18 years;
3. Patients had not experienced major trauma, surgical treatment, inflammatory disease, or fever within 3 months;
4. No lesions in the central nervous system other than CSDH.

Exclusion Criteria
1. Patients who underwent craniotomy;
2. Patients with bilateral chronic subdural hematoma and drainage of only one hematoma;
3. Patients with ventriculo peritoneal (VP) shunts in situ;
4. Patients with a history of stroke;
5. Patients with hydrocephalus;
6. Patients with calcified or ossified CSDH.8–10

The following data were collected: age, sex, duration of the study symptoms, history of trauma, diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, antithrombotic agents, operative time, hemostatic agents, white blood cell count, lymphocyte count, 
monocyte count, granulocyte count, lymphocyte ratio, monocyte ratio, granulocyte ratio, red blood cell distribution 
width (RDW), platelets, neutrophil lymphocyte (NLR), platelet lymphocyte count ratio (PLR).

Treatment Methods
All patients underwent burr hole and drainage surgery in general anesthesia. Intraoperatively, we drill one hole for each 
hematoma and flush through this hole using warm saline, and the drainage tubes were left in place under the dura mater. 
In this study, patients with bilateral hematoma underwent bilateral drilling surgery. Drainage tubes were removed 48 hr 
after the surgery.

Antithrombotic drugs are usually discontinued 5 days before surgery and are re-used after the risk of postoperative 
bleeding is reduced (usually 48 hr after surgery).

Hemostatic drugs are usually applied within 24 hr after surgery. In this study, the following drugs can be selected: 
hemocoagulase (2U iv bid), vitamin K (10mg im bid), carbazochrome sodium sulfonate (80mg ivgtt bid), tranexamic 
acid (0.4g ivgtt bid), and medication chosen were decided by the attending physician.

Radiological Data
We used PSCS system to collect CT image data, including hematoma side, hole diameter, and difference in midline shift 
(MLS) before and 1 day after surgery. The type of preoperative hematoma was divided into 7 types as Nakaguchi et al11 

proposed (Figure 1):
Hypodensity type (A): The density of this type of hematoma is lower than that of the surrounding white matter of the brain;
Isodensity type (B): The density of this type of hematoma is equal to the surrounding white matter of the brain;
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Hyperdensity type (C): The density of this type of hematoma is higher than that of the surrounding white matter of the 
brain;

Laminar type (D): This type of hematoma has a high-density layered structure distributed along the inner membrane 
of the hematoma;

Separated type (E): This type of hematoma is composed of two parts with different densities, and there is a clear 
boundary between the two parts;

Grading type (F): This type is between the separated type and the uniform density type, and is a subtype of stratified 
hematoma, but there is no clear boundary between high and low density;

Trabecular type (G): This type of hematoma is a hypodensity type or Isodensity type hematoma with high-density 
fibrous trabecular structures located between the inner and outer membranes, separating the hematoma cavity.

We used computer-assisted volumetric analysis (CAVA) with 3D-Slicer software (Version 4.9) to calculate preopera-
tive hematoma volume (V1), hole diameter, effusion volume 1 day after surgery (V2), gas volume 1 day after surgery 
(V3), and residual volume 1 week 1 day after surgery (V4).

Statistical Analysis
The study used SPSS 22.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) to analyze correlation factors of V4. Age, sex, days 
from onset (the occurrence of symptoms), trauma history, diabetes mellitus history, hypertension history, anticoagulant 
use history, surgical time, hemostatic agents, white blood cell count, lymphocyte count, monocyte count, granulocyte 
ratio, monocyte ratio, granulocyte ratio, RDW, platelet, NLR, PLR, preoperative hematoma type, hole diameter, 
difference in midline shift (MLS) before and 1 day after surgery, V1, V2, and V3, these were considered independent 
variables, while V4 was the dependent variable. Univariate linear regression analysis was performed, and those factors, 
which were significantly related to V4 were selected, and multivariate linear regression analysis was conducted to clarify 
each variable’s relationship with the dependent variable.

Multiple linear regression analysis was employed to obtain a regression equation predicting V4. Statistical signifi-
cance was determined as P < 0.05.

Figure 1 Nagakuchi’s classification of CSDH: hypodensity type (A) isodensity type (B) hyperdensity type (C) laminar type (D) separated type (E) grading type (F) trabecular type (G).
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Result
A total of 212 patients were included in the study. The patients had an average age of 68.71(±13.01) years, with 174 
males and 38 females. In this study, we define recurrence as a combination of radiological recurrence and recurrence of 
symptoms. Fifteen patients (15/212, 7.07%) experienced postoperative recurrence, six patients (6/212, 2.8%) experienced 
recurrence 1 week after surgery and underwent reoperation, five patients (5/212, 2.4%) experienced recurrence between 1 
week and 1 month after surgery, and four patients (4/212, 1.9%) experienced recurrence between 1 month and 3 months 
after surgery.

Univariate Linear Regression Analysis
Based on univariate linear regression analysis, we have determined that several factors including age, diabetes mellitus, 
use of clopidogrel, aspirin, hemostatic agent, lymphocytes, monocytes, side and type of hematoma, as well as V1, V2, and 
V3, were significantly associated with V4. Specifically, increased age, use of clopidogrel and aspirin, and low lympho-
cytes and monocytes were significantly associated with higher V4. Furthermore, the use of hemostatic agents (hemag-
glutinase or sodium carbamazepine), a single left or right side of the hematoma, and a type G hematoma were other 
significant predictors of higher V4. Those with higher V1 and V2 were at increased risk of higher V4 (Table 1). These risk 
factors were included in multivariate linear regression analysis.

Table 1 Univariate Linear Regression Analysis

β SE 95% CI t P

Age 0.797 0.146 0.509~1.084 5.457 <0.001
Gender

Female 5.288 5.265 −5.092~15.668 1.004 0.316

Male Refer
Duration of symptoms −0.17 0.095 −0.357~0.016 −1.801 0.073

History of trauma 1.251 4.39 −7.403~9.905 0.285 0.776

Diabetes mellitus 16.85 6.991 3.068~30.632 2.41 0.017
Hypertension 0.295 4.736 −9.041~9.632 0.062 0.95

Antithrombotic agent
Warfarin −0.346 29.546 −58.591~57.899 −0.012 0.991
Clopidogrel 27.432 12.06 3.658~51.206 2.275 0.024

Aspirin 48.602 12.912 23.148~74.056 3.764 <0.001
Operative time −5.931 3.441 −12.713~0.852 −1.724 0.086

Hemostatic agent
None 9.413 7.506 −5.385~24.21 1.254 0.211
Hemocoagulase 13.403 5.576 2.41~24.396 2.404 0.017

Vitamin K 17.825 8.177 1.705~33.945 2.18 0.03

Carbazochrome sodium sulfonate 2.255 5.179 −7.955~12.466 0.435 0.664
Tranexamic acid Refer

White blood cell −1.148 0.708 −2.544~0.248 −1.621 0.106

Lymphocyte −13.865 3.945 −21.643~-6.088 −3.515 0.001
Monocyte −18.401 7.407 −33.002~-3.8 −2.484 0.014

Granulocyte −0.601 0.747 −2.074~0.872 −0.805 0.422

Lymphocyte ratio −56.881 32.476 −120.901~7.14 −1.751 0.081
Monocyte ratio −54.318 71.707 −195.676~87.04 −0.757 0.45

Granulocyte ratio 33.123 23.185 −12.583~78.829 1.429 0.155

RDW 0.772 1.193 −1.579~3.123 0.647 0.518
Platelets −0.059 0.032 −0.123~0.005 −1.816 0.071

NLR 0.534 0.366 −0.188~1.256 1.458 0.146

PLR 0.019 0.017 −0.015~0.053 1.091 0.276

(Continued)
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Multivariate Linear Regression Analysis
After a multivariate linear regression analysis, we found that age, aspirin, hemostatic agent, V2, and V3 were significantly 
associated with V4.

Age was found to have a significant impact on the residual cavity 1 week post-surgery (t-value = 3.109, P = 0.002). 
Furthermore, the coefficient of age in the residual cavity was recorded as 0.375, indicating a positive correlation, which 
implies that an increase in age results in a higher V4.

The study found that aspirin has a notable impact on V4 (t = 2.762, P = 0.006). Additionally, the coefficient of the 
effect of aspirin on V4 was 28.876 > 0, indicating that the residual cavity was significantly larger in patients who took 
aspirin, compared to those who did not.

The use of hemostatic agent has a significant impact on V4. In comparison to tranexamic acid, the use of 
haemocoagulase (t = 3.731, P < 0.001) and vitamin K (t = 2.824, P = 0.005) show a higher coefficient of effect, with 
β values of 14.731 > 0 and 15.388 > 0, respectively. This implies that patients using haemocoagulase and vitamin K have 
a higher V4 than those using tranexamic acid.

Effect of V2 on V4 at a significance level (t = 8.73, P < 0.001). This study shows that the coefficient of effect of V2 on 
V4 was 0.662 > 0. This indicates a significant positive effect of V2 on V4. In other words, the larger V2, the larger V4.

Effects of V3 on V4 at a significance level (t = 5.968, P < 0.001). The coefficient of effect of V3 onV4 was 0.559, 
indicating that a larger V3 associated with a larger V4.

The remaining factors did not have a significant impact on V4, as indicated by a P-value > 0.05.

Regression Equations for Predicting Residual Volume One Week One Day After 
Surgery
Through multiple linear regression analysis, we have obtained the following optimal regression equations for predicting 
the residual volume 1 week 1 day after surgery:

Residual volume 1 week 1 day after surgery (V4) = 0.375 × Age +28.876 × Aspirin* + 9.196 × Absence of 
hemostatic agents* + 14.731 × Hemocoagulase* + 15.388 × vitamin K* + 0.154 × Kaempferol sodium* + 0.662 × 
V2 + 0.559 × V3* - 31.117.

Table 1 (Continued). 

β SE 95% CI t P

Hematoma side

Left 16.293 5.37 5.706~26.88 3.034 0.003
Right 11.862 5.658 0.709~23.015 2.097 0.037

Bilateral Refer

Hematoma type
A 5.618 6.625 −7.445~18.68 0.848 0.397

C 3.994 7.086 −9.977~17.965 0.564 0.574

D 3.961 7.086 −10.01~17.932 0.559 0.577
E 18.319 11.204 −3.771~40.41 1.635 0.104

F 10.444 8.613 −6.536~27.425 1.213 0.227

G 21.6 6.191 9.394~33.806 3.489 0.001
B Refer

V1 0.422 0.046 0.331~0.512 9.192 <0.001

Difference in MLS 0.153 0.657 −1.142~1.448 0.233 0.816
Hole diameter 0.466 0.377 −0.277~1.208 1.237 0.217

V2 0.827 0.072 0.686~0.969 11.526 <0.001

V3 0.528 0.112 0.307~0.749 4.704 <0.001

Notes: RDW, red blood cell distribution width; A, hypodensity type; B, isodensity type; C, hyperdensity; D, laminar type; E, 
separated type; F, grading type; G, trabecular type;V1, preoperative hematoma volume; V2, effusion volume 1 day after surgery;V3, 
effusion volume 1 day postoperative; difference in MLS, the difference in midline shift (MLS) before and 1 day after surgery.
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*aspirin and hemostatic agent are classified as having=1 and not having=0.
All factors with a significance level of P < 0.05 indicate that the regression equation is significant, as shown in Table 2.
After conducting a multivariate linear regression analysis (Table 2), it can be concluded that the fit of the equation is 

good as the fit R-square has reached 65.2% > 50%. This indicates that the multiple linear regression model utilized in this 
study accurately reflects the influence of independent variables on the dependent variable. Additionally, the regression 
equation was found to be significant (F = 15.31, P < 0.05), suggesting that at least one of the independent variables 
considered in the study has a significant impact on V4.

Discussion
The primary risk factor for CSDH is an underlying traumatic brain injury.12 A systematic review and meta-analysis 
focusing on radiological prognostic factor CSDH found a recurrence rate of 14.4%.1 Various factors have been implicated 
in recurrence after hematoma evacuation, including diabetes, liver dysfunction, hemodialysis, and antiplatelet agents.13,14 

High recurrence rates are associated with lower quality of life and increased reoperation for CSDH.15 It is important to 
consider all of these potential contributors to the pathogenesis of CSDH.12

The course of CSDH can last for 3 weeks or more, and its symptoms are typically mild.16 This suggests that both 
resorptive and collection process involved in hematoma formation.16 As blood products accumulate at a faster rate than 

Table 2 Univariate Linear Regression Analysis

β SE 95% CI t P

(constant) −31.117 11.054 −52.924~-9.311 −2.815 0.005

Age 0.375 0.121 0.137~0.613 3.109 0.002

Diabetes mellitus 3.746 4.862 −5.845~13.338 0.77 0.442
Antithrombotic agent

Clopidogrel −15.57 9.718 −34.74~3.6 −1.602 0.111

Aspirin 28.876 10.454 8.254~49.498 2.762 0.006
Hemostatic agent

None 9.196 5.02 −0.707~19.1 1.832 0.069
Hemocoagulase 14.731 3.949 6.942~22.521 3.731 <0.001

Vitamin K 15.388 5.45 4.637~26.139 2.824 0.005

Carbazochrome sodium sulfonate 0.154 3.548 −6.846~7.154 0.043 0.965
Tranexamic acid Refer

Lymphocyte ratio −3.843 2.841 −9.447~1.76 −1.353 0.178

Monocyte ratio 0.139 5.104 −9.93~10.208 0.027 0.978
Hematoma side

Left 6.108 3.993 −1.768~13.984 1.53 0.128

Right 5.378 4.259 −3.023~13.78 1.263 0.208
Bilateral Refer

Hematoma type
A −0.286 4.406 −8.978~8.406 −0.065 0.948
C −1.539 4.784 −10.977~7.899 −0.322 0.748

D −1.926 4.705 −11.208~7.356 −0.409 0.683

E −9.457 7.551 −24.353~5.439 −1.252 0.212
F −4.076 5.85 −15.616~7.464 −0.697 0.487

G −3.952 4.302 −12.439~4.535 −0.918 0.36

B Refer
V1 0.081 0.05 −0.017~0.18 1.633 0.104

V2 0.662 0.076 0.513~0.812 8.73 <0.001

V3 0.559 0.094 0.374~0.744 5.968 <0.001

Notes: R2=0.652 F=15.31 P<0.001, A, hypodensity type; B, isodensity type; C, hyperdensity; D, laminar type; E, separated type; F, 
grading type; G, trabecular type; V1, preoperative hematoma volume; V2, effusion volume 1 day after surgery;V3, effusion volume 
1 day postoperative; difference in MLS.
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they can be resorbed physiologically, the hematoma gradually enlarges.17 Whereas within a week postoperatively, the 
increase in effusion was, generally, the most rapid due to drain removal. In some cases, patients may require a second 
surgery within a week after the initial surgery, which is defined as recurrence. It is important to distinguish risk factors for 
recurrence at this time from those evident during long-term follow-up. Consequently, this study used the residual cavity 
volume 1 week after surgery as a baseline prognostic indicator for predicting the surgical efficacy of CSDH.

An increasing number of studies have demonstrated the significant role of local inflammatory response in the 
formation and development of CSDH. On adventitia, various inflammatory cells, including neutrophils, lymphocytes, 
monocytes, and eosinophils were observed. High concentrations of inflammatory and proangiogenic cytokines were 
found in the hematoma compared with the serum of patients with CSDH, which were associated with recurrence, 
suggesting the presence of local inflammation in the hematoma.18,19 In the study of Fan et al, all inflammatory indices on 
routine examination of peripheral blood in patients with CSDH were found to be within the normal range.16 However, 
white blood cell count, neutrophil count, and percentage of neutrophils were higher in CSDH patients than in controls.16 

This finding implies that CSDH causes a mild systemic inflammatory response in peripheral blood.16 In this study, low 
lymphocytes and low monocytes were positively correlated with V4.

The neutrophil count ratio and PLR are crucial markers of inflammatory responses. Many inflammatory responses and 
immune diseases incorporate these two markers into their diagnostic criteria.20–23 Mohammad et al24 investigated the 
predictive value of NLR for early postoperative adverse outcomes in elderly patients with hip fractures and proposed that 
NLR, along with other risk factors, can be considered a risk factor for hospitalization for postoperative complications. 
Previous studies have been conducted by research institutes on acute intracerebral hematoma and NLR, proposing that 
high NLR predicts worse outcome within 3 months.25 Zhang et al26 compared CSDH patients with a healthy control 
group and found that the former had a higher neutrophil count and higher NLR. This may be the first study to 
demonstrate changes in the levels of inflammatory markers in the peripheral blood of CSDH patients compared to 
healthy individuals. Adilson et al27 found that postoperative neutrophil count and NLR were higher in patients with 
recurrence, and the postoperative NLR ratio was independently associated with recurrence. Adilson et al27 suggested that 
inflammatory response may be a part of the recurrence mechanism. Like other inflammatory diseases, inflammatory cells 
are initially part of the healing process, but exacerbation and/or perpetuation turn it into a pathologic process, turning it 
into pathological processes.27

The study by Fan et al found that CSDH only caused a mild inflammatory response, suggesting that not all 
components of the hematoma flowed into the peripheral blood.16 In the study of an acute subdural hemorrhage (SDH) 
model, Fan et al demonstrated that hematomas in the subdural space drain extracranially through the meningeal and 
cervical lymphatics.28 This suggests that patients with CSDH also have their hematomas absorbed through the meningeal 
and cervical lymphatics.28 This absorption process may be the reason why CSDH does not produce a strong systemic 
inflammatory response in peripheral blood.28

In addition to peripheral blood, validation indicators in hematoma fluid also have significant research significance. In 
Teodor et al’s study,29 GDNF, NT-3, and IL-8 showed significant differences in different classifications, with higher 
values in the trabecular type.29 In addition, patients with mediastinum in the CSDH lesion area had higher levels of 
GDNF, MCP-3, NT-3, CXCL1, CXCL5, IL8, and OSM.29 There is no correlation between Markwalder grading and 
inflammatory biomarkers.29

A systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Huang et al revealed that burr hole craniostomy (BHC) had 
higher efficacy compared to minicraniotomy (MC) in reducing the rate of recurrence, the rate of reoperation, and the 
duration of surgery.12 The duration of surgery was significantly shorter in the BHC group compared with the MC 
group.30,31 However, in this study, operative time was not significantly associated with the prognosis of CSDH.

Overactivation of the coagulation and fibrinolytic systems in CSDH and high expression of tissue-type fibrinogen 
activator in the hematoma are considered possible causes of an inability to coagulate.32 Additionally, contribution of 
comorbidities (hypertension and diabetes) to the recurrence of CSDH is similar to the use of anticoagulants and 
antiplatelet agents.33,34 Patients with hypertension and diabetes commonly take these medications to prevent or treat 
cardio-cerebrovascular events.33,34 However, findings of previous retrospective studies have been inconsistent.33,34 

Tranexamic acid, an antifibrinolytic medication that inhibits tissue plasminogen activator and plasmin, has been shown 
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to counterbalance fibrin breakdown and reduce kallikrein-induced inflammation within the CSDH area.35,36 In this study, 
we observed that V4 was significantly larger in patients using hemocoagulase and vitamin K compared to those using 
tranexamic acid.

In the literature, multiple retrospective studies have suggested an association between postoperative subdural air and 
recurrence.37–39 Univariate analysis has identified a volume of subdural air greater than 10 mL,37 the presence of 
subdural air on the seventh postoperative day,38 and a percentage of subdural air occupying the lungs subdural space39 as 
risk factors for recurrence. Therefore, Kuroki et al40 proposed the implementation of a strict closed-system drainage to 
prevent subdural air and, subsequently, recurrence of CSDH. Furthermore, Nakaguchi et al39 reported that significant 
postoperative accumulation of subdural air is a major contributor to the CSDH intimal pressure differential. The 
mechanism responsible for this pressure imbalance is thought to be high pressure in the haematoma cavity after surgery, 
while low pressure in the subarachnoid space.39 In this study, both pneumatosis and effusion on the postoperative day 
affect the residual cavity 1 week after surgery, which is consistent with the results of previous studies.

Currently, there exist a large number of predictive models for CSDH. In an effort to evaluate the efficacy of published 
prognostic models for predicting patient outcome with unilateral CSDH, Holl et al conducted a retrospective analysis of 
a database from three regions in the Netherlands.2,4–6 However, none of the models demonstrated significant discrimi-
native ability or calibration.4–6 In particular, Alford and Jack’s model dichotomized continuous predictors, which can lead 
to information loss and limited information applicability to future studies.2,4–6 To avoid such shortcomings, this study 
opted to utilize linear regression analysis to establish the relationship between continuous and inverse variables and 
weeks of residual cavity after surgery, without grouping them together.

Holl et al have suggested that the size of a CSDH does not necessarily correlate with a greater midline shift or more 
severe clinical symptoms.2 Additionally, smaller CSDHs do not always recover quickly without recurrence.2 The use of 
anticoagulants is also not necessarily associated with a larger volume of CSDH nor are more severe symptoms at 
admission indicative of worse functional outcomes.2 This heterogeneity of the data for patients with CSDH makes 
accurate prediction challenging.2 Previous studies have had varying follow-up times, resulting in differing prognostic 
indicators. In this study, the follow-up time was set at 1 week after surgery. In future studies, we will further subdivide 
the follow-up time to investigate factors influencing recurrence during different periods and identify the most appropriate 
prognostic indicators.

Conclusion
Age, aspirin, hemostatic agents, V2, and V3 are significantly associated with V4. We established a regression equation 
that can predict this volume with CSDH. The model fit is robust with an R-squared value of 65.2% > 50%. We expect 
that in future studies more sample sizes can be included and further subgrouping of studies will be performed according 
to follow-up time. Most importantly, at least we cannot conflate the prognosis in a week with the prognosis in three 
months. We also anticipate that this study will provide innovative insights for future researchers.
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